
 
 

STATE OF NEW YORK 
 

David A. Paterson 
Governor 

 
April 10, 2008 

 
Honorable New York Member of Congress 
United States House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 
 
Dear Representative:  
 
On behalf of the state of New York and our work force, I am writing to respectfully request that 
you urge passage of an emergency extension of Unemployment Insurance (UI) benefits as 
rapidly as possible. Nationally, more than 35% of UI beneficiaries exhausted their benefits in 
2007. This year, an estimated three million workers will go without any additional federal UI 
when their 26 weeks of jobless benefits expire. As the economy worsens nationally, an extension 
of these benefits will help workers and provide a boost for the economy. In New York State 
alone, 20 weeks of emergency benefits would infuse more than $900 million directly into our 
state’s economy in the first year.   

As you are aware, an extension of UI benefits during a downturn is a particularly effective 
economic stimulus because the benefits are both well-targeted — to areas and industries most 
affected by economic slowdowns — and are temporary.  It puts money into the hands of workers 
and families who need assistance the most and are most likely to spend it immediately on basic 
essentials. Further, the money invested in extended benefits flows immediately to local 
businesses, which in turn provides an additional economic boost. 

As job losses rise, it is likely that the percentage of “long-term unemployed” workers who 
exhaust benefits (26 weeks, the maximum number of weeks regular UI benefits are available in 
most states) will continue to rise. In fact, the percentage of long-term unemployed nationally has 
remained stubbornly higher than it was at the start of the last recession (18.3% in January 2008, 
compared with 11.1% in March 2001).  

Finally, I would also like to recommend funding for a Summer Jobs for Youth program, which 
could be used immediately this summer by cities and counties to hire thousands of youth in a 
variety of jobs to directly benefit neighborhoods. Historically, youth have among the highest 
unemployment rates, and we know that with youth these funds will certainly be “high velocity” 
dollars. 
 



Thank you in advance for your serious and prompt consideration of these important worker 
needs. Please do not hesitate to contact me or my Commissioner of Labor, Patricia Smith, if you 
have questions or would like more information.   
 

Sincerely, 

 
Governor David Paterson 

 
cc:  Patricia Smith 


